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Abstract

Introduction: Stoma Prolapse and Parastomal Incisional Hernia are both, separately, very common complications after end colostomies. However, their simultaneous occurrence is rare and, to our knowledge, combining Altemeier’s procedure and Laparoscopic Sugarbaker modified technique has yet to be reported for an end colostomy related complications.

Materials & methods: In this case report, we detailed a 61 year-old morbidly obese man who suffered from a prolapsed End Colostomy, 1.5 years post APR, associated to a Parastomal Incisional Hernia. The patient underwent a combination of the Altemeier’s technique of mucosal and colic resection, external closure of the defect, followed by a laparoscopic Sugarbaker modified technique using a specific Parastomal Parietex composite® mesh for reinforcement. Recovery was uneventful.

Discussion: Several techniques are reported in the literature to treat separately these types of related colostomy complications but unfortunately there are no standardized guidelines for the tailored surgical treatment.

Conclusion: The aim of this case report is to highlight the existence of this rare association, and its successful combined surgical treatment.

ABBREVIATIONS

ECP: End Colostomy Prolapse; AT: Altemeier’s Technique; PHR: Parastomal Hernia Repair APR: Abdomino Perineal Resection; LSMT: Laparoscopic Sugarbaker modified Technique

INTRODUCTION

End Colostomy Prolapse (ECP), and Parastomal Hernia (PSH) are very common late complications following a permanent colostomy. The incidence of occurrence varies from 2-12% and 0-48% respectively, depending on the length of follow-up [1,2]. Indications for surgery are incarceration, obstruction, pain, mucosal ulceration or skin irritation with subsequently inappropriate fixation of the “ostomy-bag”. Various techniques of repair, operated separately, have been reported in the literature. They vary from a simple resection under local anesthesia to mesh repair, with the Sugarbaker modified technique being preferred for PSH repair.

We present this tailored procedure combining both Altemeier’s (AT) and the Laparoscopic Sugarbaker Modified Techniques (LSMT). This combination has yet to be described in the literature, as a combined procedure to repair ECP and PSH.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

A 61 year-old morbidly obese patient was admitted 1.5-years after APR for a low rectal cancer, presenting an end colostomy with a 15cm length prolapsed, associated to a Parastomal hernia (Figure 1). His major complaints were intestinal sub occlusion, pain and bleeding by mucosal erosion, which necessitated a
surgical intervention. Under general anesthesia, a laparoscopic exploration using 3 trocars was undertaken. The patient underwent a prolapsed repair first, by an adapted Altemeier’s procedure consisting of a full thickness circumferential electrocautery incision on the mucosa of the bowel prolapsed 5mm from the skin. Incision was pursued on Lortat-Jacob clamp separating the space between the 2 layers of the prolapsed bowel (Figure 2). The everted colon was exteriorized through the colostomy opening and transected at the level of the skin after ligation of the feeding vessels (Figure 3). Closure of the defect longitudinally was executed by 2 “figure of 8” stitches of unresorbable monofilament. 4 cardinal resorbable stitches anchoring the colic serosa to the anterior fascia were placed. The new end stoma was fashioned on skin with absorbable eversion sutures (Figure 4). The second part was to lateralize the left colon by laparoscopy and apply the intraperitoneal Onlay prosthesis reinforcement with a specific Parastomal composite mesh 20cm® (Medtronic-USA) as the Sugarbacker modified technique. The trans-facial sutures were placed on the fourth side to allow the mesh to encompass the stoma while allowing the colon to exit through the created mesh flap-valve. Additional resorbable takers were applied to anchor the mesh anteriorly (Figure 5). The recovery was uneventful and patient was discharged at 2nd post-operative day. The last follow up at 6 months was excellent.

**DISCUSSION**

Stoma prolapse is defined as a full thickness protrusion of the intestine through the stoma and is considered as a late complication following a colostomy. ECP incidence varies from 2-11.8% in the study of Londono-Schimmer [3]. Many risk factors may cause PSH, including obesity, wide opening on the site of stoma, redundant loop bowel proximal to the stoma, increased intraabdominal pressure (IAP), and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease. In our patient, the contributing factors were morbid obesity and heavy work, consistently increasing his IAP. The indication for surgery was brought about by his complaint of intestinal sub occlusion, pain on the site of stoma related to his parastomal herniation and existing ulcerations on the prolapsed mucosa with inadequate appliance of his “ostomy-bag”. A review of the literature shows that conservative measures used for ECP, result in recurrence in the majority of cases. However, a variety of surgical conventional techniques involving laparotomy were selectively used to excise the prolapsed bowel, with either the Delorme’s or stapling device excision described by Masumori [4,5]. These techniques showed fairly good results where no concomitant edema or ischemia of the prolapsed bowel occurred. Recently, Bulut has reported his series of 10 patients with full thickness ECP, who benefited successfully under local anesthesia of the adaptation of Altemeier’s procedure, with 2/10 recurrences occurring at 3rd and 5th post-operative month [6]. We reproduced this AT with a minimally invasive procedure through the same stoma orifice, which was facilitated by laparoscopic adhesiolysis.

Parastomal hernia is a frequent late complication that may occur within 2 years after fashioning an end colostomy, at an incidence of 30-50 % [7]. The overall results and comparison of open repairs versus relocation to the laparoscopic keyhole, Sugarbaker or Sandwich technique, were in favor of the
In absence of standardized guidelines for the best surgical approach for each pathology, we found that a tailored combination of both techniques, in a risky symptomatic patient that presents with concomitant complications, was the ideal repair using a minimal invasive approach, to minimize risk of recurrence.

As PSH is an almost inevitable consequence of stoma formation, a prophylactic mesh placement at the time of fashioning the stoma is now being associated with a significant reduction in the incidence of parastomal hernia and reoperation [10].

CONCLUSION

The association of an end colostomy prolapse with a parastomal hernia in obese patients is a frequent late complication. The combination of the adapted Altemeier’s and Laparoscopic Sugarbaker modified techniques is safely reproducible and a successful treatment.
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